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Over the past few years, ecommerce has opened the doors to international shopping, 
offering customers the opportunity to buy items quickly and easily from far beyond 
their local mall. Whether it is the coffee you fell in love with while on vacation in Bali, 
cosmetics recommended by a South Korean celebrity, or handcrafted bags from an 
Italian atelier, it is now possible to buy items from every corner of the world with just a 
click of a button and have them delivered to your doorstep a few days later. 

The trend of cross-border ecommerce is fast growing with no signs of slowing down. 
By 2026, the global cross-border ecommerce market is expected to reach US$2.2 
trillion, with a compound annual growth rate of 17.4% since 20191.

As shoppers have become more comfortable with shopping online, they are also  
more open to trying new brands. A recent survey found that 96% of global  
cross-border shoppers have tried a new brand during the year-end shopping season2. 
This is good news for brands, as cross-border business comes with a wide range of 
benefits, such as access to bigger markets, the opportunity to diversify risk and the 
ability to achieve economies of scale across the value chain. At a macro level,  
cross-border business can even help to create better living standards resulting from 
new job and business opportunities3.

Introduction

Source: 
1. 

2. 

3.

“Cross-Border E-commerce Market is Expected to Reach US$ 2,248.57 Bn by 2026, Expanding at a CAGR of 17.4% | 
AllTheResearch”, GlobalNewsWire, Oct 2021.

“Meta Seasonal Holidays Study” by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online study of 52,055 people aged 18+ in 34 markets globally 
), from 1 Dec - 24 Dec 2021 

“The Economic Benefits of Globalisation for Business and Consumers” by Fredrik Erixon, January 2018 
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The emergence of cross-border commerce has been supported by the 
prevalence of smartphones and widespread social media usage, which 
have worked together to bring about greater online discovery. Today, it is 
easier than ever for shoppers to discover products from the comfort of 
their own couch.

This shift in how people discover and buy products is what Meta calls 
Discovery Commerce. If ecommerce is about search and purchasing 
through a site, it means people are limited to finding the products they 
already know they want.  With Discovery Commerce, products find 
people so they can discover the things they are likely to love, even if they 
are from thousands of miles away.

Beyond helping shoppers discover great products, the Meta Discovery 
Commerce system can help empower businesses to launch cross-border 
ecommerce successfully in markets across the world and go global like  
a local.

This playbook will provide businesses with insights on cross-border 
shopper habits, along with guidance ranging from producing effective 
creative to using Meta solutions for connecting with and delighting 
shoppers for seamless cross-border shopping journeys.

https://www.facebook.com/business/c/discovery-commerce
https://www.facebook.com/business/c/discovery-commerce
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Shoppers globally have similar expectations of businesses — they want quality 
products, clear communication and frictionless experiences. When it comes to cross-
border shopping, there are even more considerations. Shoppers might not be as 
familiar with foreign brands, and are concerned about the shipping costs, returns and 
speed, which means businesses should take steps to address these concerns and 
deliver a smooth discovery-to-purchase journey.

To help businesses understand how to provide the best cross-border shopping 
experience, Meta commissioned YouGov to survey over 16,000 online shoppers 
from April to May 2022 across eight important global export destinations – US, UK, 
Germany, Saudi Arabia, Brazil, Australia, Thailand and Japan – so that businesses can 
understand their shopping trends, motivations and considerations.

The cross-border shopping opportunity is immense: over half (54%) of shoppers 
surveyed globally purchase products sold by businesses across borders4. This 
behaviour stands out particularly in Thailand, Australia and Saudi Arabia.

UNLOCKING THE WORLD OF CROSS-BORDER SHOPPING

Source: 
4.Note: excludes respondents that did not know the location of the seller.
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When shoppers turn their attention to brands and products beyond their home 
country, they look to purchase from a variety of categories, including apparel, food and 
beverage, health and beauty products, and more. 

To better understand what cross-border shoppers look for, we explored expectations 
across the purchasing funnel — discovery, evaluation and checkout.

US BrazilGermany ThailandUK AustraliaSaudi 
Arabia

Japan

51% 48%
57% 60%

51%
63% 67%

29%

PERCENTAGE OF SHOPPERS WHO PURCHASE PRODUCTS SOLD BY 
BUSINESSES ACROSS BORDERS

TOP PRODUCT CATEGORIES PURCHASED IN THE LAST SIX MONTHS BY 
CROSS-BORDER SHOPPERS GLOBALLY

1. APPAREL 3. HEALTH/BEAUTY 
PRODUCTS

4. ENTERTAINMENT  
(E.G. BOOKS, STREAMING)

5. CONSUMER 
ELECTRONICS

2. FOOD/BEVERAGE

65%
50%

45% 37%

55%

One of the biggest drivers of cross-border discovery is social media. It serves as a 
digital storefront for the world, helping people discover new products and brands. In 
the survey, social media was the most-cited form of advertisement that cross-border 
shoppers globally considered important for product discovery and evaluation. 

In terms of platforms for product discovery and evaluation, nearly half of cross-border 
shoppers globally (47%) use Meta technologies, including Facebook, Instagram, 
WhatsApp and Messenger. This trend stands out particularly in Saudi Arabia (61%), 
Brazil (61%) and Thailand (67%).

Discovery

7
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After shoppers discover new brands online, they often evaluate products and services 
based on a list of criteria – especially if the brand is new to them. Shoppers want to 
glean enough important product information to make the best assessment. 

The research also revealed that brand attributes are increasingly important to  
cross-border shoppers, which is why highlighting business values could help drive 
positive outcomes.

Evaluation

TOP BRAND ATTRIBUTES THAT MAKE CROSS-BORDER SHOPPERS GLOBALLY 
MORE LIKELY TO PURCHASE FROM BUSINESSES IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

TOP 3 BRAND ATTRIBUTES THAT MAKE CROSS-BORDER SHOPPERS MORE 
LIKELY TO PURCHASE

1. Sustainability (52%) [e.g. environmentally-friendly sourcing and manufacturing]

2. Good care of employees (51%)

3. Global social responsibility (48%)  
[e.g. standing up for global values important to the consumer]

COUNTRIES
GOOD CARE  
OF EMPLOYEES

SUSTAINABILITY
GLOBAL SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY

DIVERSITY  
AND INCLUSION

US #1 (48%) #2 (41%) #3 (35%)

UK #1 (55%) #2 (53%) #3 (43%)

Germany #1 (49%) #2 (47%) #3 (39%)

Saudi Arabia #3 (45%) #2 (48%) #1 (51%)

Brazil #1 (68%) #2 (62%) #3 (60%)

Australia #2 (54%) #1 (56%) #3 (48%)

Thailand #1 (67%) #3 (63%) #2 (66%)

Japan #2 (33%) #1 (42%) #3 (31%)
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Because there are fewer opportunities to experience products (e.g. brick and mortar 
stores) compared to local businesses, shoppers often look to businesses to provide 
important contextual information that can aid decision making, especially product 
details, pictures/videos and usage information.

While price remains important to cross-border shoppers, the survey revealed that 
people often look to overseas businesses because what they are looking for simply 
is not available in their market. Today, shoppers also value the opportunity to be 
delighted by discovering new products across borders.

78% 62%70%

55% 52%

PRODUCT DETAILS  
(E.G. SIZE, FEATURES) 

PRODUCT USAGE 
INFORMATION

PRODUCT PICTURES AND VIDEOS 
(E.G. DIFFERENT ANGLES) 

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
BRAND’S VALUES AND BELIEFS

TOP PRODUCT-RELATED CONTENT THAT GLOBAL CROSS-BORDER SHOPPERS 
CONSIDER IMPORTANT
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TOP REASONS FOR PURCHASING CROSS-BORDER PRODUCTS GLOBALLY

LESS EXPENSIVE ABILITY TO DISCOVER 
NEW PRODUCTS

BETTER QUALITY EXCLUSIVITY

AVAILABILITY

53%
35%

32% 19%

42%

Though the top reason for cross-border purchases in most countries is 
price, that is not the case everywhere. Australians turn most to cross-
border businesses due to product availability (54%) while shoppers in 
Thailand are most motivated by better quality products (49%).

Even after shoppers make up their mind, 
it does not guarantee a purchase. In fact, 
a SaleCycle survey of 500 global brands 
found that 80% of online shopping carts 
were abandoned worldwide5.

The checkout experience is crucial, and 
shoppers surveyed consider factors like 
shipping cost, delivery timeframes, and 
returns and refunds important to their 
purchasing decisions.

Checkout

TOP PURCHASING DECISION FACTORS FOR GLOBAL CROSS-BORDER SHOPPERS

79% 77%78%

77% 76%

LOW/NO SHIPPING COSTS DELIVERY TRACKINGEASY RETURN/REFUND POLICY

REASONABLE/FAST 
SHIPPING TIMES

AUTHENTICITY AND QUALITY 
ASSURANCE GUARANTEE

Source: 
5. “Online shopping cart abandonment rate in selected industries in March 2021” by SaleCycle
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TOP PURCHASING DECISION 
FACTORS FOR CROSS-BORDER 
SHOPPERS

US
1.

2.

3.

Low/no shipping costs (74%)

Reasonable/fast shipping times (74%)

Easy return/refund policy (73%)

1.

2.

3.

Low/no shipping costs (90%)

Delivery tracking function (88%)

Competitive pricing compared to local brands/
products (87%)

BRAZIL

1.

2.

3.

Easy return/refund policy (74%)

Free returns (70%)

Delivery tracking function (69%)

GERMANY

1.

2. 

3.

Low/no shipping costs (85%)

Authenticity and quality assurance guarantee 
(84%)

Reasonable shipping time/fast delivery (84%)

THAILAND

1.

2.

 
3.

Easy return/refund policy (76%)

Competitive pricing compared to local brands/
products (76%)

Low/no shipping costs (75%)

UK

1. 

2.

3.

Competitive pricing compared to local brands/
products (81%)

Delivery tracking function (81%)

Low/no shipping costs (80%)

AUSTRALIA

1.

2.
3.

Easy return/refund policy (79%)

Authenticity & quality assurance guarantee (78%)
Free returns (78%)

SAUDI ARABIA

1.

2. 
 
3.

Low/no shipping costs (78%)

Authenticity and quality assurance guarantee 
(73%)

Delivery tracking function (68%)

JAPAN

In addition, businesses should focus 
on providing frictionless experiences 
as shoppers are just a click away 
from making a purchase elsewhere. 
Transparency, the ability to see prices 
and pay in local currency, and user 
information privacy were all important 
considerations to shoppers surveyed.

TOP CONSIDERATION FACTORS  
DURING CHECKOUT FOR  
CROSS-BORDER SHOPPERS GLOBALLY

ABILITY TO SEE PRICES AND PAY IN 
LOCAL CURRENCY

TRANSPARENT DISPLAY OF ALL COSTS  
(e.g. shipping, taxes)

CONFIDENCE IN USER INFORMATION PRIVACY  
(e.g. credit card info)

81%

79%

79%

79%

75%

TRANSACTING THROUGH A SECURE 
PAYMENT PLATFORM

ABILITY TO CHOOSE FROM DIFFERENT 
PAYMENT METHODS
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Throughout the sales lifecycle, there is more work to be done, and winning customers 
for life requires outstanding brand experiences. Two important elements are crucial to 
excellent customer service and brand loyalty—localisation and communications.

Customer Service

LOCALISATION MESSAGING AND COMMUNICATIONS

• 79% of global cross-border shoppers 
surveyed consider it important to see 
prices and pay in their currency in the 
checkout process

• Nearly half (47%) of global cross-
border shoppers surveyed said a 
website/app displaying their native/
preferred language is important

• Nearly half (45%) of global cross-
border shoppers surveyed consider it 
important to be able to communicate 
with sellers in their local language

• 44% of global cross-border shoppers 
consider it important for sellers to 
be responsive anytime of the day (i.e. 
24/7 customer support)

• Almost one-third (32%) of global 
cross-border shoppers surveyed 
want to communicate with sellers via 
messaging services

• 31% of global cross-border shoppers 
surveyed want to live chat with sellers

Do you ship 
internationally? 

Yes, where would you like 
to send this item?
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2. ESTABLISH YOUR BRAND

While performance marketing 
remains crucial, brand building can 
not only complement sales, but also 
help you attract lifetime customers. 
To succeed, businesses should 
make an effort to understand the 
culture, considerations and values 
that matter to their customers in 
export destinations. This includes 
an increasing expectation for 
brands to share their values 
through company practices and by 
demonstrating how they are giving 
back to the community.

The brilliant basics:  
5 tips for engaging cross-border shoppers

IVAN CHUI 
Ecomm Account Management & Partner Management Lead 
Scaled Global Business Group (HKTW), Meta

1. PRIORITISE LOCALISED 
EXPERIENCES

The most successful cross-border 
brands we’ve seen all exhibit the same 
trait: customer obsession. These 
brands make shopping experiences 
as delightful as possible through 
localisation. This includes: setting 
up websites and running advertising 
campaigns in local languages, 
partnering with diverse talent 
that their shoppers can relate to, 
understanding cultural do’s and don’ts 
and offering checkout experiences 
with local currency options or 
payment preferences. Businesses 
that make the extra effort to create 
localised shopping journeys will see 
their hard work pay off.
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4. ACE YOUR SHIPPING  
AND DELIVERY

Shoppers globally have high 
expectations for delivery, and this 
is especially true for US customers. 
Acing speed, low costs, free returns 
and delivery tracking are important. 
While it can be challenging, 
businesses can provide customers 
with an array of shipping options to 
choose from, or opt to work with 
Meta Business Partners that offer 
local expertise to support localised 
delivery experiences.

3. BUILD A FOUNDATION ON 
TRANSPARENCY AND SECURITY

How many times have we as 
shoppers given up on a purchase 
when we cannot find all the relevant 
information? Transparency not 
only drives sales, it builds trust. 
Clearly state product details, costs, 
associated shipping, delivery timings 
and other important information so 
shoppers are empowered to make 
purchase decisions. When it comes 
to security, businesses should be 
ensuring data privacy and secure 
payment options.

Learn more country-specific shopper insights at going-global.fb.com

5. HELP SHOPPERS EASILY GET IN TOUCH

There is always someone shopping at the other end of the world who wants to find 
help easily, on channels they feel comfortable with. Consider messaging solutions 
like Messenger, WhatsApp and Instagram Direct where you can set up automated 
experiences to answer questions 24/7.

A great way to connect with cross-border shoppers is by embracing  
Mega Sale Days — much-anticipated ecommerce shopping events such  
as Singles’ Day and Black Friday that offer attractive promotions.

By understanding what motivates cross-border shoppers, you can make 
informed decisions and optimise your cross-border business and marketing.

https://www.facebook.com/business/partner-directory
https://www.facebook.com/business/m/going-global
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Choosing new markets for cross-border expansion can be challenging due to 
the number of factors for evaluation. There is often no one right answer when 
assessing which new markets are right for your business. But businesses that have 
successfully expanded across borders often start by selecting a small number of 
countries to consider. 

The top-down approach
• Relies on comparative data

• Recommended for businesses already evaluating 

a few markets

The bottom-up approach
• Uses market analysis

• Recommended for businesses without particular 
markets in mind

From there, it is important for brands 
to take their own unique business 
considerations, use those parameters 
to assess the countries, and filter 
them down to identify markets with 
the highest potential.

To assess potential new markets, 
Meta recommends using one of 
two approaches to rank and weigh 
different markets: 
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Launch a broad campaign in the countries they are evaluating

• Target a lookalike audience based on existing customers and without additional 
detailed targeting, and communicate similar messages

Measure the performance results 

• Metrics such as cost per lead, cost per action and return on ad spend are critical 
factors for success

When taking the top-down approach, brands must: 

Compare the metrics to determine the rank of each country 

The top-down approach

Remember that the goal of the test is ranking, not improving your 
overall cost per action

Tip: Consider measuring for incrementality. Otherwise, you may run 
the risk of restricting the results to cost only.

1.

2.

3.

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1589915247700182?id=401668390442328
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The bottom-up approach, on the other hand, hinges on research that measures 
the attractiveness of the new market and the business’s ability to win. To use this 
methodology, brands need to:  

1. Choose 3-5 factors to consider that relate to market attractiveness as well as the 
ability to win. 

The bottom-up approach

MARKET ATTRACTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS

MARKET SIZE AND 
GROWTH Overall market size and growth relevant to brand

AVERAGE REVENUE 
PER USER (ARPU) ARPU of the market’s total population

DIGITAL PENETRATION Share of mobile adoption and penetration of similar products and services

CROSS-BORDER 
PURCHASE RATES Share of purchase in the market from foreign players

CROSS-BORDER 
SPEND Share of spend in the market and vertical from foreign advertisers

EXPECTED 
PROFITABILITY

Calculate expected profitability assuming certain costs and revenues, 
taking into account whether it is higher or lower than other markets

MEDIA COSTS
Cost per thousand impressions and cost per conversion relative to current 
markets

ABILITY TO WIN CONSIDERATIONS

DISTRIBUTION 
CHANNELS AND 
LOGISTICS

Necessary logistics capabilities

The possibility of adding new production processes 

Consideration of marketplace vs direct-to-consumer landscape

REGULATORY 
LANDSCAPE Special regulatory requirements may be necessary

TAXES Special taxes may need to be paid

CULTURE AND HABITS
Different markets have different expectations, including levels of trust 
toward ecommerce categories and delivery requirements

LOCALISATION 
REQUIREMENTS

Think about the languages spoken in the market and whether your 
creative and message need to be adapted

EXISTING ORGANIC 
TRAFFIC Consider the demand for your brand and products
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2. Determine which factors for each category are most important to your business. 
For instance, a mobile app business will likely consider digital penetration most 
important, while a swimwear label might focus on culture and habits as different 
markets have different expectations of swimwear. After this, apply a weight 
percentage (e.g. market size and growth 33%, digital penetration 34%, cross-border 
purchase rates 33%). The weights should total to 100%.

CRITERIA DESCRIPTION WEIGHT EXAMPLE

Distribution channels/
logistics

Does the client have the logistics capabilities to serve this 
market? Will it require new product processes? 20%

Regulatory landscape Are there special regulatory requirements in the country? 50%

Required localisation Is the local language required? Does your campaign creative 
need to be adapted? 30%

3. Apply a score between 1–10 to each factor and then identify the top markets.

MARKET ATTRACTIVENESS

MARKET SIZE AND 
GROWTH (33%)

DIGITAL 
PENETRATION 
(34%)

COMPETITIVE 
LANDSCAPE (33%)

TOTAL MARKET 
ATTRACTIVENESS 
(100%)

3 3 9 4.95

4 4 4 3.96

5 5 9 6.27

ABILITY TO WIN

DISTRIBUTION AND 
LOGISTICS (20%)

REGULATION (50%)
REQUIRED 
LOCALISATION (30%)

TOTAL FEASABILITY 
(100%)

4 6 7 5.9

8 10 6 8.4

7 6 2 5

COUNTRIES

United 
States

Japan

Germany

COUNTRIES

United 
States

Japan

Germany

The chart below depicts an example of the top 3 factors a business might decide to 
focus on:

*Note: Information in the table above is for illustration purposes only.
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The fictional Wind & Wool brand is a Hong Kong-based retailer looking to expand into 
other markets. Based on website insights, the bottom-up approach (using competitive 
analysis, market research), and sales testing, they identify France as a market they 
want to begin exporting to. 

This example is fictional and used for illustrative purposes

300 organic visits to site 
per week originating from 
Southern Europe.

Majority of polled  
individuals stated lack  
of variety within local  
competing sports shops, 
especially in France.

Three times return on 
ad spend when running 
Collaborative Ads with 
local French retailer.

Confirmed Southern 
Europe, more specifically 
France, as a market they 
would like to export to.

Here’s an example of how to assess a new market

300 56% 3X

BUSINESS PLANNING ADVICE FROM SUCCESSFUL 
CROSS-BORDER BUSINESS, KONNY

Donghyun Kim, co-founder and VP of parenting lifestyle brand 
Konny, which has expanded globally to North America, Europe 
and Asia Pacific, shares advice for entering new markets: 

No matter which market evaluation approach you choose, aim to stay true to your 
unique business constraints and let your data and research lead you to the market with 
the highest potential.

Prepare to enter the market with your 
best-selling products.

Understand payment expectations and 
preferences in the new market and ensure 
you are offering payment options that 
appeal to your audience.

Translate your materials into the local 
language. Stay close to how customers 
are reacting to your content, such as 
reactions to your ads, and be prepared 
to move quickly and make necessary 
adjustments to resonate better with the 
local audience.

Identify the sales channels most shoppers 
in the market use. 

Test different delivery providers to 
determine the fastest service at the 
lowest costs.
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CREATIVE FRAMEWORK:  
MAKING A FIRST IMPRESSION

To help businesses develop impactful 
creative, Meta Creative Shop 
discovered three proven ways brands 
can set themselves up for creative 
success across borders: visual 
emphasis of product features, product 
demonstrations and recommendations.

Meta’s cross-border business solutions help match products to the right people – 
but businesses need to make a great first impression on shoppers in order to drive 
purchase consideration and action. 

Making a good first impression comes down to how you tell the story; it is important 
to use great creative that captures attention quickly and tells a relatable story. And 
for businesses launching in new markets, the first time a shopper sees your brand and 
products is important to success. 

There are three key steps businesses can take to make a great first impression, spur 
discovery, and build trust and credibility: adopting Meta Creative Shop’s “making a 
first impression” framework, following creative best practices and linking up with local 
content creators.

SPOTLIGHT A FEATURE

SAY HELLO WITH A DEMO

START A CONVERSATION WITH RECOMMENDATIONS

Highlighting product features is the most visual way to lead the 
product ad and is full of creative opportunities

Demonstrating how a product works in an entertaining and 
interesting way builds trust and confidence in the product

Leveraging real customer reviews, testimonials, and endorsements 
can help build trust in the product as well as your brand
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How to use creative to make a great first impression 

SPOTLIGHT  
A FEATURE

The Deep Dive

The Explainer

The Review

The Gallery

The Checkout

The Testimonial

The Situation

The Test

The Endorsement

Deep-dive into one 
key feature

Explain the product

Feature written 
reviews

Put your top three 
features on display

Incentivise purchase 
by showing the 
product’s ease and 
simplicity 

Highlight a video 
testimonial

Highlight the product 
in the context it will 
be used

Show rather 
than tell with a 
demonstration

Showcase 
partnerships with 
trusted content 
creators

SAY HELLO WITH 
A DEMO

START A 
CONVERSATION WITH 
RECOMMENDATIONS
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DONGHYUN KIM
CO-FOUNDER AND VP OF KONNY 

“Video ads are important to our marketing because they can 
quickly show how a product solves a problem. At Konny, we 
make sure our video ads point out the problem and then show 
how our baby carrier products solve the issue immediately.” 

When put to the test across regions, verticals and clients, Meta Creative Shop’s “making 
a first impression” approach proved more effective than business-as-usual creative in 
introducing a product to new audiences or markets, and earned a 26% lower average cost 
per purchase.6

Source: 
6. The strongest-performing new creative outperformed compared to BAU with 82% confidence, with 26% lower average cost per 

purchase. Meta-analysis of 15 global (APAC, EMEA, LATAM, NA) AB tests, Nov 2020-Apr 2021 across multiple verticals (CPG, 
Ecommerce, Retail, Technology) comparing the strongest-performing new creative to BAU. Effect size calculated by comparing 
average CPP between BAU and strongest new approach.)

This effect was strongest among export campaigns, where the strongest new creative outperformed vs. BAU with 86% 
confidence (6 studies), with 6% lower cost per purchase on average. Meta-analysis of 6 global (APAC, EMEA, NA) AB tests 
where delivered country was different from advertiser country, Nov 2020-Apr 2021 across multiple verticals (CPG, Ecommerce, 
Retail, Technology) comparing the strongest-performing new creative to BAU. Effect size calculated by averaging CPP difference 
between BAU and strongest new approach to mitigate for skewed sample.)

24
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CREATIVE BEST PRACTICES
Once you have identified your campaign’s creative direction, here are some best practices 
that will help you capture attention, communicate the features of your product, and drive 
consideration.

Present or introduce 
your product in the 
context it will be used 
to help people quickly 
understand what your 
product does.

Use movement and 
animation to guide the 
viewer’s eye to what you 
want to highlight.

Set the  
product stage

Drive with motion

When it comes to 
product demonstrations, 
using live action, stop 
motion, and/or real 
people and real scenarios 
can help increase 
people’s confidence in 
the product.

Animations, transitions, and eye-catching visuals 
can help the product come to life. 

Find out how different creative options perform 
by setting up an A/B test.

Use dynamic text and 
overlays to illuminate 
what the images are 
showing.

When choosing reviews 
to highlight, pick ones 
that are short and 
specific to aspects of 
the product appreciated 
by customers.

Make it real

Add some art

Test and learn

Embrace  
see-say sync

Keep it short 
and inviting

Don’t be afraid to get creative with design, 
patterns, colours and the ad space.

Playing with font shapes and adding 
movement can aid in enriching the story you 
want people to remember.

Adding visual references like stars, ratings 
and endorsements can help boost confidence 
in customer satisfaction.
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When launching your business in a new market, you can gain trust and build credibility 
quickly by partnering with a local content creator who is well-matched with your brand 
values and audience. 

Top tips for partnering with creators

Theresa Ong 
Head of Scaled APAC 
The Creative Shop at Meta

2. CO-CREATE FOR BEST RESULTS

Authentic content is going to vary 
depending on the creator and what 
their skill set and niche are. Keep 
this in mind, and work with them to 
find the type of content that will feel 
natural to them – perhaps they feel 
most comfortable demonstrating the 
product in their daily lives or are best 
known for singing. Find ways to play 
to their strengths and showcase your 
product so that both parties shine.

1. AIM FOR AUTHENTICITY

Pick a creator who understands the 
market you want to enter and who is 
genuinely willing to partner with your 
brand. Shoppers are smart and they 
can quickly tell when an endorsement 
is not genuine, so it is critical that 
the partnership between a brand and 
creator feels like a good and honest 
fit. More than the follower count, find 
a creator who is interested in actively 
communicating with their community, 
such as responding to messages.
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3. UNCOVER LOCAL INSIGHTS

Creators have access to audiences in new markets your business might be unfamiliar 
with, and they are a great way to gain local insights. This can help with product 
development and content planning. For example, the creator can use interactive 
features such as Instagram Live or polling stickers to engage their audience and 
find out the top trends or product questions, such as what they struggle with in 
their skincare routine or what they look out for when buying certain products. These 
invaluable insights can inform the creator’s content and overall creative strategy, as 
well as help businesses better understand their cross-border target audience.

With these best practices and tips for creative, businesses can plan and create 
campaigns that not only capture attention, but also drive results.
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There has been a shift in the way people discover and buy products. Instead of 
shoppers only finding products they know and want, personalisation helps products 
find the people who are most likely to be interested in them. This enables people to 
discover more things they are likely to love and purchase.

Meta’s Discovery Commerce system makes this possible by matching products 
to people. This enterprise solution for demand generation facilitates delightful 
experiences for shoppers anchored on four pillars. 

newfashion
Sponsored

Shop now

https://www.facebook.com/business/c/discovery-commerce
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META’S DISCOVERY COMMERCE SYSTEM

PERSONALISATION ENGINE ENGAGING SURFACES
ADVERTISING AND 
CONVERSION TOOLS

OPTIMISATION AND 
MEASUREMENT TOOLS

HOW THIS HELPS BUSINESSES GROW

REACH NEW AND RELEVANT 
INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS

TAILOR YOUR ADVERTISING CREATIVE 
TO INSPIRE PURCHASES

HELP PEOPLE MOVE FROM 
DISCOVERY TO PURCHASE WITH 
SOLUTIONS, TOOLS AND PLATFORMS 
THAT DELIGHT AND CONVERT

LEARN AND EVOLVE YOUR 
GLOBAL EXPANSION STRATEGY

SOLUTIONS

WORLDWIDE TARGETING
Allows you to group multiple countries or 
regions to find the people most likely to 
care about your business

BRANDED CONTENT ADS
Enable businesses to partner with trusted 
creators, turn their posts into ads, and 
reach more people

COLLABORATIVE ADS
Enable retailers and brands to create 
campaigns together that reach more 
shoppers and drive sales

A/B TESTING
Lets you test different ads simply 
and accurately, so you understand 
what performs best

INTERNATIONAL LOOKALIKE 
AUDIENCES
Helps you find highly similar audiences in 
a new market, or group of markets, using 
signals

DYNAMIC LANGUAGE OPTIMISATION
Delivers your ads in the right language to 
the right people, efficiently 

LIFT STUDIES
Help you understand the incremental 
impact of your ads using test and 
control groups

LEAD ADS 
Can connect you to people who may be 
interested in your products or services and 
collect information from them

ADVANTAGE+ APP CAMPAIGNS
Encourage people to download your app 
so they can more easily interact with your 
brand and make purchases, which can help 
businesses retain users

SIGNALS 
Powered by the Conversions API create 
a direct and reliable connection between 
a business’s marketing data and Meta 
technologies to drive personalisation

ADVANTAGE+ CATALOG ADS

META BUSINESS PARTNERS

Display your products’ localised language, availability and currency information through a single catalogue

Help you address commerce, creative and tech challenges such as translation, payment, logistics, customer service and compliance
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CROSS-BORDER SOLUTIONS IN ACTION

South Korean parenting lifestyle brand Konny works with Shopify, a Meta Business 
Partner, to set up localised ecommerce buying and delivery options, and its in-house 
team runs successful cross-border campaigns of video ads on Facebook and Instagram 
in Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore, the UK and the US. The creative for the campaigns 
are tailored for each market, using creative and copy geared to local aesthetic 
preferences, seasons and culture, which has helped Konny find success globally.

By adding Meta Discovery Commerce system solutions to your marketing mix, your 
products will be matched with the people most likely to be interested in them, fuelling 
discovery and encouraging shoppers to continue the purchase journey.

Examples of Konny’s cross-border ads

Taiwan-based lingerie brand DEPIC launched in two new markets via 
an online store with language translation and local payment gateways. 
To spur discovery, the brand used Meta’s Advantage+ Catalog Ads to 
highlight best-selling products and a promotion, Dynamic Language 
Optimisation to serve ads in shoppers’ local languages and Multi-
Country Lookalikes to reach relevant customers, earning a 1.6X return 
on ad spend.

*  All results are self-reported and not identically repeatable. Generally expected individual results will necessarily differ.

https://www.facebook.com/business/success/depic-international
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When expanding overseas, businesses often have several considerations: ‘Is it best to sell 
via a marketplace or a direct-to-consumer website? Do people usually make a purchase 
with a credit card? How much does shipping cost — and how long will it take?’ 

These infrastructure, payment and logistics questions are critical, and working with 
experts in local markets can help set up businesses for cross-border success. Here 
are best practices and tips from BASE, Cafe24 and SHOPLINE, three Meta Business 
Partners with expertise in cross-border expansion.

Expert tips 
from Meta 
Business Partners
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One of the biggest considerations when launching in a new market is determining the 
best place for customers to explore your products. 

This usually takes place via a storefront (or direct-to-consumer) ecommerce website or 
an established marketplace platform. Each has its pros and cons, and many brands use 
both — but they usually start by focusing on just one before expanding. Learn how you 
can decide which option might be most suitable for your business.

FEATURES 
AND DESIGN

PLATFORM 
CHARACTERISTICS

PRODUCTS

STORE 
CHARACTERISTICS

CUSTOMER 
ACQUISITION

PURPOSE
BUYER 
CHARACTERISTICS

STOREFRONT OPTION MARKETPLACE OPTION

Offers simple 
features and is easy 
to customise

Brand can decide 
how to display its 
products

Attracts targeted 
customers directly 
through marketing 
and social media

Looking for specific 
product experiences 
and brand interaction

Offers many 
features that require 
specialised knowledge 

Brand displays 
products alongside 
those from other stores

Attracts a diverse set 
of customers who 
are familiar with the 
platform rather than 
specific brands

Looking for 
convenience with a 
wide product selection 
and value for money

UNDERSTANDING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN STOREFRONT AND 
MARKETPLACE ECOMMERCE OPTIONS  

From BASE

Infrastructure
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1. Consider each of your major market’s UI and UX trends when designing your 
storefront. 

2. Present your storefronts in the appropriate languages to ensure your site is as  
user-friendly as possible and that it caters to your customers.

3. Offer professional customer support in the appropriate languages, preferably 
through a local team. This is crucial for successfully connecting with customers  
and understanding their needs.

1. Request and analyse sales, review and category data from different marketplaces to 
make an informed decision about which cross-border marketplace is right for your 
brand and products. 

2. Keep tabs on competitors’ marketing strategies, especially for new products, to 
learn how items are launched on the marketplace and how they are received by 
audiences in different markets. 

STOREFRONT ECOMMERCE TIPS 

From CAFE24

MARKETPLACE ECOMMERCE TIPS 

From SHOPLINE
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Credit cards, cash on delivery, e-wallets 
and micropayments are all frequently 
used methods of payment, but they are 
not always the most popular or trusted 
forms of payment in every market. 
Understanding how people prefer to 
pay in the cross-border market you are 
expanding into is crucial for capturing 
conversions and positioning your online 
business as trustworthy.

Payments

1. The most popular online payment methods globally are credit card channels  
and PayPal.

2. If expanding into Hong Kong and Taiwan, consider adding AliPay, LINE Pay, and 
PayMe as payment options.

3. Customers in Southeast Asia — especially in Thailand and Vietnam — often expect 
a cash-on-delivery option. In Singapore, shoppers prefer credit card payment or 
secure funds transfer services.

4. Buy Now, Pay Later empowers merchants to attract younger and more tech-savvy 
consumers with more flexible, transparent, and personalised payment experiences. 

VISA, MasterCard and JCB are the leading overseas card organisations.

• VISA is more common in North America and Asia-Pacific

• MasterCard is more applicable in Europe and Southeast Asia 

• JCB’s special merchants are mainly concentrated in Japan

ONLINE PAYMENT TIPS 

From SHOPLINE

CREDIT CARD 101 
From SHOPLINE
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PAYMENT CONSIDERATIONS IN JAPAN  
From BASE
Credit cards are not particularly popular among young adults in Japan. Instead, offering shoppers a 
variety of payment options, including post-payment, convenience store payment and ID payment will 
ensure frictionless shopper experiences in Japan. 

Shipping is important to both businesses and shoppers, and it can be a fine balancing 
act to ensure customers receive their orders quickly at a reasonable price point. With 
the amount of solutions available — such as self-packaging and mailing, engaging a 
local distribution centre, or partnering with specific logistics companies or carriers — 
it can be tricky to choose what is right for your business. 

Logistics

CHECKLIST: CHOOSING A PAYMENT GATEWAY 

From CAFE24
What currency does the payment gateway offer for payout, and what currency can 
your bank account receive? 

How often do they provide payouts? 

Do they have the required licence and certifications in each country?

How do they comply with local regulations and restrictions?

What kind of payment methods do they provide? Are they popular among 
potential customers in your targeting regions? 

Other than transaction fees, what other fees do they charge you?  
(e.g. monthly fee, set-up fee, etc.) 

How do they handle chargeback issues? 

Do they have a system for bank transfer guarantees? 
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1. Most businesses usually choose between EMS or the four express international 
delivery services: UPS, DHL, TNT, and FedEx. While EMS is usually more cost 
effective for shoppers, delivery time is usually longer.

2. Deploying overseas distribution warehouses can help to ensure delivery timeliness, 
reduce logistics costs and improve consumer experience.

Once you have made key decisions about infrastructure, payments and logistics, your 
business can be better set up for cross-border success. 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING CARRIER COMPARISON7

Carrier EMS UPS DHL TNT FedEx

Delivery time 3-7 working days 2-4 days 2-4 days 2-4 days 2-4 days

Suitable routes International Japan and US
Europe, Middle 
East, Southeast 
Asia, West Asia

Western Europe
North America and 
Southeast Asia

THE TOP BARRIERS GLOBALLY  
TO CROSS-BORDER YEAR-END 
SHOPPING RELATE TO SHIPPING  
& RETURNS8

Long delivery 
times

Expensive 
shipping fees

Concerns 
about returns

Source: 
7.

8.

Details provided by SHOPLINE, based on their experience partnering with international shipping carriers

“Meta Seasonal Holidays Study” by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online study of 52,055 people aged 18+ in 34 markets globally), 
from 1 Dec - 24 Dec 2021

SHIPPING CARRIER PARTNER CONSIDERATIONS 

From SHOPLINE

1. Invest in an order processing system that helps minimise the manual labour 
required in managing inventory, order updates and sales data. 

2. Engage local shipping services to provide faster, more cost-effective logistics. 

3. Provide customers with their shipment tracking number. This helps them stay aware 
of the delivery status and any complications that may occur during the shipping 
process, which in turn can help decrease “Where Is My Order?” (WISMO) customer 
support inquiries.

4. Ensure customs clearance compliance by properly labelling packages with the 
correct import codes and required customer information. 

5. Reflect any import taxes and customs fees during the checkout process so that the 
customer is aware of the amount they may need to pay to receive their products.

TOP LOGISTICS TIPS 

From CAFE24
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Campaign measurement
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Brands can answer critical business questions and understand the impact of their 
marketing with successful campaign measurement.

With measurement solutions from Meta, businesses can: 

• Find answers to critical cross-border business questions 

• Discover best-performing creative

• Refine targeting strategies

• Fine-tune the cross-border customer journey

• Improve budget efficiency

There are two main ways to measure campaign performance with Meta: A/B tests and 
lift studies. 

Identify the most 
efficient winning 
ad set

Here are some measurement best practices and approaches for cross-border campaigns.

A quick guide to measurement on Meta technologies

A/B testing compares different creative strategies by showing the ads being tested to 
different audience groups to determine which will drive the best results — accomplished 
by identifying the most efficient winning ad set. To ensure accuracy, A/B testing divides 
your audience into random, non-overlapping groups who are shown ad sets that are 
identical in all aspects except for one distinct difference or variable.

A/B TESTING

TEST GROUP 1

ENGLISH

TEST GROUP 2

SPANISH

TEST GROUP 3
DYNAMIC 
LANGUAGE 
OPTIMISATION
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Lift studies* can help businesses understand the incremental impact of their ads on brand 
metrics or conversion metrics by comparing campaigns using test and control groups. 

The test group is made up of people who see your ads, while the control group is 
composed of people who have not seen your ads. The actions taken by the two groups 
are then compared to provide incremental impact.

LIFT STUDIES

CONVERSION LIFT 
ON WORLDWIDE/ 
REGIONAL 
TARGETING

*lift studies are only available to managed clients

AD 
IMPRESSIONS

INCREMENTAL 
IMPACT

NO AD 
IMPRESSIONS

CONTROL GROUP  
(does not see ads)

TEST GROUP  1 
(Individual Ad Sets by country)

TEST GROUP  2 
(Consolidated Ad Sets by region)

Compare conversion 
between the three 
groups to calculate lift, 
or incremental impact
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A/B tests work best for businesses 
looking for insights into best practices 
and day-to-day tactical decision-making

1. Test specific variables and leave all 
other settings the same across both 
cells for more conclusive results. 

2. Make sure your audience and budget 
are large enough to be evenly divided 
and to avoid under-delivery issues. 

3. Run the test for a minimum of 7 days 
for the most reliable results, but this 
can be tailored to your specific goals, 
business, and customer knowledge 
(e.g. some campaigns might need to 
run longer because customers need 
more time to research and consider 
more expensive items).

Lift studies measure the causal impact 
that Meta’s ads have on your business 
performance and make strategic 
decisions that happen less frequently

1. Ensure your study has sufficient 
statistical power — which depends 
on factors like reach, conversion  
rate and budget — to produce  
reliable results. 

2. Don’t panic if results are absent 
in the middle of the test — your  
test will only start showing 
results once there are at least 100 
conversion events.

3. Use the confidence percentage to 
determine the reliability of study 
results. A confidence percentage 
above 90% means we reliably 
believe that your Meta ads caused 
conversion lift for that given event.

Top tips for measurement tests

Polly Wong 
Marketing Science Manager 
Ecommerce Greater China Region, Meta
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Same Ad Account

Cell A Cell B

When taking your business into a new market, testing can help you learn what 
resonates with a local audience and answer your business questions around targeting, 
driving conversions, localisation and the customer journey, among others. 

Here are three suggested testing frameworks for the biggest business questions we 
have heard.

A multi-country lookalikes test uses a 
conversion lift study to compare the 
results of:

• A campaign with multiple ad sets using 
broad or interest targeting in country B 

• A campaign with one ad set using a 
multi-country lookalike audience in 
country B based on a Custom Audience 
in country A

Question 1: How do I expand my audience base in 
new markets with a limited budget?

META TESTING FRAMEWORKS FOR CROSS-BORDER BUSINESS CAMPAIGNS

TESTING FRAMEWORK:

One Campaign Multiple Ad-sets

Country B
Broad or Interest 

Targeting A

Country B
Broad or Interest 

Targeting B

One Campaign Multiple Ad-sets

Country B
Create and use Look-alike audience in 

country B based on certain audience in 
country A

CONTROLCONTROL

Cell A uses broad or interest targeting 
in country B, while Cell B uses a certain 
audience in country A as a seed to develop 
the lookalike audience in country B. 

Results, cost per result, cost per 
incremental result

50/50 budget split across two cells, 
bidding and placement, creative, 
campaign, or optimisation objective

Minimum of two weeks

AUDIENCE:

KEY SUCCESS METRICS:

ELEMENTS KEPT CONSISTENT:

FLIGHT TIME:

Using multi-country lookalikes may 
drive increased advertiser efficiencies in 
identifying people similar to your best 
audiences in new markets.

HYPOTHESIS:

44
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Same Ad Account

Cell A Cell B

Dynamic language optimisation may drive 
efficiency in sales and conversion when 
compared to an existing strategy that 
runs one campaign for each language Use the same creative across both 

cells — the difference is that Cell A will 
use a specific language for each ad-
set while Cell B uses dynamic language 
optimisation in one ad-set

Audience, 50/50 budget split across two 
cells, bidding and placement, campaign or 
optimisation objective

Minimum of two weeks

HYPOTHESIS:

CREATIVE:

ELEMENTS KEPT CONSISTENT:

FLIGHT TIME:

One Campaign Multiple Ad-sets

Ad set with 
Language A

Ad set with 
Language X

One Campaign One Ad-set

One Ad-set using Dynamic Language 
Optimisation

CONTROLCONTROL

Results, cost per result, cost per 
incremental result

KEY SUCCESS METRICS:

Question 2: What’s the most effective method to 
deliver localised language ads for multiple markets at 
scale?

TESTING FRAMEWORK:
A dynamic language optimisation test 
uses a conversion lift study to compare 
the results of a campaign using multiple 
ad sets of different languages against the 
results of a campaign using one ad set 
and dynamic language optimisation to 
target multiple languages in one go.

Advantage+ Catalog Ads automatically deliver relevant services or offerings to people based on 
their interests, intent and actions, removing the burden of creating individual ads for every item you 
sell. For example, instead of setting up 1,000 ad sets manually, you can create a product catalogue 
with all your products and services. 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1852644738394400
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/397103717129942?id=1913105122334058
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Question 3: What type of direct response ads can 
drive the best cost efficiency and ROAS?

TESTING FRAMEWORK:
The Conversion Ads vs. Advantage+ 
Catalog Ads test uses a conversion lift 
study to compare the results from a 
campaign using static image ads in the 
carousel format optimised for the purchase 
objective with the results from a campaign 
using Advantage+ Catalog Ads objective.

Measurement solutions from 
Meta can provide your business 
with data-driven insights to help 
optimise your marketing efforts 
as you grow and reach 
international customers.

Advantage+ Catalog Ads may drive 
better conversion and enhanced sales 
efficiency than a conversion campaign 
optimised for the purchase objective for 
multiple categories.

Cell A uses a campaign with static photo 
ads in the carousel format while Cell B 
uses Advantage+ Catalog Ads

Audience, 50/50 budget split across two 
cells, bidding and placement, product 
catalogue

Minimum of two weeks

HYPOTHESIS:

CREATIVE:

ELEMENTS KEPT CONSISTENT:
FLIGHT TIME:

Results, cost per result, cost per 
incremental result

KEY SUCCESS METRICS:

Same Ad Account

Cell A Cell B

Campaign using Purchase as 

Objective with Carousel Static 

Image as creative format

Campaign using Catalog Sales 

as Objective

CONTROLCONTROL
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Launching your business in a new market often involves a lot of questions, challenges, 
and resources — and Meta Business Partners can help provide answers and set you 
up for cross-border success. This group of more than 1,300 international partners are 
specialists in their fields and are vetted for their expertise by Meta.

Whether it is setting up infrastructure in a new market, building your brand with local 
content creators or resonating with cross-border audiences through compelling 
creative, our partners — especially Global Expansion Partners – have the experience to 
help grow your business. They understand local markets and offer high-quality service 
that can help optimise your business expansion journey.

Nature Fruit, a Taiwanese beverage brand, worked with SHOPLINE, 
a Meta Business Partner with capabilities in global expansion, to 
launch in Malaysia and earned a 50% greater return on ad spend. The 
cross-border campaign included branded content ads featuring local 
creators and used a multi-country lookalike audience as well as dynamic 
language optimisation to identify and resonate with Malaysians who 
were most likely to be interested in their products.
*All results are self-reported and not identically repeatable. Generally expected individual results will 
necessarily differ.

https://www.facebook.com/business/partner-directory
https://www.facebook.com/business/m/going-global/partners
https://www.facebook.com/business/success/nature-fruit?ref=search_new_3
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CAPABILITIES

PARTNERS
WEBSITE 
HOSTING

MARKETING LOCALISATION PAYMENTS LOGISTICS
CUSTOMER 

SERVICE
COMPLIANCE MESSAGING

DESTINATION 
MARKETS

LANGUAGES

91APP TW, SEA EN, ID

BASE, Inc JP EN, JP

Bentoweb TH EN, TH

BigCommerce GLOBAL EN

Bluelambda US, EU, UK, ANZ EN, CN

Boutir HK, TW, MY EN, CN, ID

Cafe24 GLOBAL
EN, KR, JP,  

CN, VN

EasyStore MY, TW, SG, TH EN, MY, CN

Glass Elephant  
(The Magnitude Group)

AU, NZ, UK, DE, 
NL, FR, ES, IT, 

US, CA

EN, FR, DT, ES, 
IT, NL

Intrepid Ecommerce TH TH, HK, PH, ID, 
VN, SG, MY

EN, TH, CN, 
VN, ID

Makeshop KR, JP, US, HK, 
TW

EN, KR, JP

Meekco.Asia TW, HK, MY, SG, 
TH, ID, PH, ANZ

EN, CN, ID

OpenCart GLOBAL EN, CN

QDM TW EN, CN

Shopify GLOBAL EN, CN, ID

SHOPLINE APAC EN, CN

StarToAsia US, KR, HK, TW, 
SG, MY, VN, TH

EN, CN, MY, JP

Set up your cross-border infrastructure and sell online globally with Meta Business Partners specialised 
in Commerce

Find out more about Meta Business Partners.

The listed partners are third party businesses and you are responsible for conducting your own due diligence before engaging with any partner(s) to receive services. Meta’s listing is not an endorsement of any partner or its services. 
Any use of a partner’s services is subject to agreements between you and the partner, including any payment obligations.

https://www.facebook.com/business/partner-directory
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CAPABILITIES

PARTNERS

GET YOUR BASICS RIGHT BUILD YOUR BRAND DRIVE GROWTH

DESTINATION 
MARKETS

LANGUAGES
PIXEL-BASED CATALOG

AUTOMATE/
SIMPLIFY CAMPAIGN 

MANAGEMENT

CREATE BRAND NEW 
ASSETS TO CATER TO 

NEW MARKETS

DEVELOP BRANDED 
CONTENT WITH LOCAL 

INFLUENCERS

LOCALISE EXISTING 
ASSETS FOR NEW 

MARKETS AT SCALE

ADVANTAGE+ VIDEO 
CREATION TO TEST 

OUT WHAT WORKS IN 
DIFFERENT MARKETS

FACEBOOK IN-STREAM 
VIDEO VIA ASSET 
OPTIMISATION & 

TOOLS

LEVERAGE AR FILTERS 
TO OFFER VIRTUAL 

PRODUCT TRIALS IN 
NEW MARKETS

ADVANTAGE+ AD 
TARGETING AND 

ADVANCED MATCHING

DeltaX APAC EN, IN

Skai (Kenshoo) APAC EN, JP, CN

Onlinesales.ai APAC EN, CN, VN, TH, ID, 
MY

Smartly GLOBAL EN, CN, VN, ID

Sprinklr GLOBAL EN, CN, JP, KR, HK, 
IN, ID

The Pistol APAC EN

Torchlight SEA, JP, TW EN, JP

90seconds ANZ, SEA, KR, JP EN

99designs GLOBAL EN, JP

Canva* GLOBAL EN, CN, KR, JP, IN, 
VN, ID, MY

Genero GLOBAL EN, CN

Kaizen JP, KR EN

Kobe SEA EN, CN, TH, ID, PH, 
VN, MY

Offeo* GLOBAL EN, CN, KR, JP, IN, 
VN, ID, MY

Pencil* GLOBAL EN

Shakr ANZ, SEA, KR, JP EN, CN, KR, JP, ID

Shuttlerock ANZ, SEA, GCR, JP EN, CN, JP, ID

Tagnology HK, TW EN, CN

Tribe ANZ, US, UK EN

Vamp APAC (EXCEPT IN, 
TW, VN), EMEA, NA EN, CN, JP, ID

VMG ANZ, SEA, IN EN, ID, TL

Go further to build your brand overseas with Meta Business Partners specialised in Ad Tech & Creative

*Self-serve platforms

A
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T
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The listed partners are third party businesses and you are responsible for conducting your own due diligence before engaging with any partner(s) to receive services. Meta’s listing is not an endorsement of any partner or its services. 
Any use of a partner’s services is subject to agreements between you and the partner, including any payment obligations.

Find out more about Meta Business Partners.

https://www.facebook.com/business/partner-directory
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Going global is a journey, but you don’t have to do it alone. With Meta’s insights, 
solutions and partners, businesses can share delightful, personalised discovery 
experiences and showcase their products and services to people anywhere in the world. 

The solutions and products mentioned in this playbook are available in some countries or regions only 
through Meta’s authorised resellers. 

going-global.fb.com

Discover more ways to 
Go Global Like a Local

https://www.facebook.com/business/m/going-global
https://www.facebook.com/business/m/going-global

